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FlexPod system overview 

FlexPod is a best-practices data center architecture that can include the following components (Figure 1): 

● Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®) 

● Cisco Nexus® Family switches 

● Cisco MDS Family switches 

● NetApp FAS systems (including NetApp All Flash FAS [AFF]) 

● NetApp All SAN Array (ASA) systems 

 

 

   Figure 1. 

FlexPod component families 

These components, including NetApp AFF and NetApp ASA, are connected and configured according to 

the best practices of both Cisco and NetApp to provide an excellent platform for running a variety of 

enterprise workloads with confidence. FlexPod can scale up for greater performance and capacity (adding 

computing, network, and storage resources individually as needed), or it can scale out for environments 

that require multiple consistent deployments (such as rollout of additional FlexPod stacks). 
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Cisco Intersight, IMM, and the IMM Transition Tool 

The Cisco Intersight™ cloud operations platform consists of optional, modular advanced infrastructure, 

workload optimization, and Kubernetes services capabilities. This software-as-a-service (SaaS) 

management platform is augmented by other intelligent systems. 

In addition to SaaS management, the Cisco Intersight platform offers on-premises capabilities. The Cisco 

Intersight Connected Virtual Appliance (CVA) provides a tethered connection back to Cisco for firewall 

upgrades, security advisories, and a connected Cisco® Technical Assistance Center (TAC) experience. 

Also available is the Cisco Intersight Private Virtual Appliance (PVA), which provides a completely air-

gapped instance of Cisco Intersight, with no connection to the internet, for a highly secure environment. 

Cisco Intersight Infrastructure Service includes the deployment, monitoring, management, and support of 

your physical and virtual infrastructure. You can connect to the Cisco Intersight platform from anywhere 

and manage infrastructure through a browser or mobile app. The Cisco Intersight secure device connector 

provides lifecycle management for Cisco UCS servers, Cisco HyperFlex™ hyperconverged infrastructure 

(HCI), and third-party devices. 

Cisco Intersight Managed Mode, referred to informally as IMM, is not a product, but instead is a capability 

that brings the features and functions of Cisco UCS Manager and the Cisco UCS Central Software policy 

model for service profiles to the Cisco Intersight platform. In effect, the policy model is built out, used, and 

consumed entirely from within Cisco Intersight. Cisco UCS Manager and Cisco UCS Central are replaced 

by Cisco Intersight, and Cisco UCS Manager and Cisco UCS Central service profiles become Cisco 

Intersight server profiles. To accommodate and communicate with the Cisco Intersight platform, the fabric 

interconnects must be set up initially, or rebuilt (erased and then rebuilt), in “Intersight” mode. Because of 

this, most customers likely will want to deploy their systems in Cisco Intersight from the start, rather than 

transition a fully operational production domain to Cisco Intersight. 

With the creation of the Cisco Intersight platform, and particularly IMM, customers struggled with how best 

to create an environment in Cisco Intersight similar to an existing Cisco UCS managed domain or Cisco 

UCS Central managed domain. In the beginning, this was a difficult task, highly manual and time 

consuming, requiring the rebuilding of all the logical components of a Cisco UCS domain or Cisco UCS 

Central configuration. In particular, it required you to manually build organizations, pools, policies, VLANs, 

VSANs, templates, and server profiles in Cisco Intersight.  

Introducing the IMM Transition Tool 

Although the build-from-scratch approach certainly works, Cisco now offers a much better way to get 

most of the logical configuration of a Cisco UCS Manager or Cisco UCS Central environment into Cisco 

Intersight. The IMM Transition Tool allows you to transition, or import, an existing Cisco UCS environment 

to the Cisco Intersight platform in minutes and then simply edit or change approximately 10 percent of the 

configuration in Cisco Intersight, rather than spending hours or days building 100 percent of the 

configuration completely in Cisco Intersight. 

The IMM Transition Tool accomplishes two primary goals, as shown in Figure 2. First, it interfaces with your 

existing Cisco UCS domain or Cisco UCS Central environment through the API in read-only mode to 

capture the hardware inventory (Cisco UCS Manager only) and policy configurations (Cisco UCS Manager 

and Cisco UCS Central). With this information, it generates a detailed and comprehensive IMM Readiness 

Report that can be viewed online or downloaded for review. This report gives you a complete assessment 

of all your hardware, firewall, and policy configurations to advise you as to the likely success of 

transitioning that environment to the Cisco Intersight platform. This report provides a wealth of information 
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that is readily available to you—a huge benefit of the tool in and of itself. In addition, you can run this report 

repeatedly to account for any changes to the domain resulting from the preceding run of the report. 

Second, the IMM Transition Tool can help you convert the existing knowledge built in to your existing Cisco 

UCS or Cisco UCS Central environment from its XML format to a Cisco Intersight JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON) format and then successfully push that JSON configuration to your Cisco Intersight 

account. The target for the push can be either Cisco Intersight SaaS or on-premises appliances: Cisco 

Intersight CVA or PVA. 

 

 Figure 2. 

Cisco IMM Transition Tool 

The main use case for the IMM Transition Tool is to assist in new (greenfield) deployments of Cisco UCS 

domains in the Cisco Intersight platform. For instance, a greenfield installation of the new Cisco UCS X-

Series requires IMM for computing resource management. The focus of this document is the deployment of 

Cisco UCS in a FlexPod environment, but almost any Cisco UCS solution can be supported with the 

principles discussed here. The IMM Transition Tool can even be used with older Cisco UCS environments 

(for example, with second-generation Cisco UCS fabric interconnects and Cisco UCS M3 and M4 servers) 

that are not compatible with IMM from a hardware standpoint. Nevertheless, you still can harness the 

configurations of those Cisco UCS domains and transition them to Cisco Intersight for a new greenfield 

buildout. 

Cisco IMM Transition Tool setup and configuration 

This document does not provide a step-by-step tutorial describing how to use the IMM Transition Tool. 

Although major steps and advice are provided here, watching the live YouTube demonstrations listed in the 

For more information section at the end of this document will provide more guidance. The videos 

demonstrate both a Cisco UCS Manager transition and a Cisco UCS Central transition. 

The IMM Transition Tool is a simple Open Virtual Appliance (OVA) file download from the Cisco UCS Tools 

website. After downloading the file, deploy it in VMware vCenter. Use the following link to get the latest 

version, Release 2.0.1, of the IMM Transition Tool: https://ucstools.cloudapps.cisco.com/. Release notes 

and user guide, including a list of supported software versions, are also available at the website. 

After installing and starting the tool, navigate to the IP or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the tool. 

You’ll see the Login splash screen (Figure 3). Use the admin account and password you established during 

the installation process. 

https://ucstools.cloudapps.cisco.com/
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 Figure 3. 

Login screen 

Now add your devices to the IMM Transition Tool (Figure 4). With the latest release of the tool, Release 

2.0.1, the recommended approach is to prepopulate the device credentials for your Cisco UCS Manager 

domain, Cisco UCS Central Software, and Cisco Intersight account on the Device tab. This step will save 

you from having to add the information in the flow of the report generation and transition processes, and it 

allows you to use simple pull-down menus to select the appropriate target (Cisco UCS Manager or Cisco 

UCS Central) and destination (Cisco Intersight platform). For SaaS Cisco Intersight connectivity, simply add 

www.intersight.com. For on-premises Cisco Intersight connectivity, you must add the FQDN of the 

deployed appliance. 

 

 Figure 4. 

Add your devices to the tool 

When you add the Cisco Intersight account, you’ll need to provide the Cisco Intersight target, API key, and 

secret key. To generate the keys, log in to your Cisco Intersight account as Admin and go to Settings > API 

http://www.intersight.com/
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Keys (Figure 5). From there you can generate the API key and secret key or your account. Be sure to 

choose the Version 3 (v3) API key. 

 

   Figure 5. 

Generate keys 

Creating a Cisco IMM transition for a FlexPod Cisco UCS domain 

Figure 6 shows an example of a FlexPod environment in Cisco UCS Manager. 

 

 Figure 6. 

FlexPod environment in Cisco UCS Manager 

To transition a FlexPod configuration from a Cisco UCS domain to Cisco Intersight, in the IMM Transition 

Tool create a new transition (Figure 7). 
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 Figure 7. 

Create a new transition 

Choose either Cisco UCS Manager or Cisco UCS Central. The example here uses Cisco UCS Manager. If 

you prepopulated your infrastructure on the Device tab at the beginning of the process, as recommended, 

then simply access the infrastructure in the pull-down menus. The data collection process can take 15 

minutes or longer for a Cisco UCS domain, and much longer for a large Cisco UCS Central environment. If 

you’ve previously performed a collection with the IMM Transition Tool on a given Cisco UCS Domain, you’ll 

see the Refresh button enabled for the next iteration, as shown in Figure 8. If you simply click Next, the 

same cached data used in the previous, original data collection will be used to build the IMM Readiness 

Report and perform data conversion. In that case, report generation will be completed quickly. If instead 

you want to collect new, fresh data from the Cisco UCS domain (perhaps because domain changes have 

been made), click Refresh to cause another data collection process to take place. 
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   Figure 8. 

Choose cached or fresh data for the data collection process 

The latest release—Release 2.0.1—of the tool provides some excellent and flexible settings to make your 

transition experience even better (Figure 9). Familiarize yourself with the settings, and don’t forget to use 

the tooltips to learn more about what each setting does. 

Note: By default, conversion of service profiles is disabled. Cisco highly recommends that you leave this 

setting disabled until we develop the capability to preserve and retain service profile IDs during 

transitioning. This capability is coming in the next IMM Transition Tool release. 

 

   Figure 9. 

Transition settings 
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Another great feature in IMM Transition Tool Release 2.0.1 is the capability to filter the templates (and 

consequently the underlying consumed policies that support those templates) to allow some flexibility and 

support an incremental progressive process in transitioning configurations to the Cisco Intersight platform. 

For the example here, all templates in the FlexPod-VMware organization are selected in Figure 10 and will 

be converted (along with their underlying and supporting policies). For more information about this 

incremental progressive process, see the section Considerations and caveats for using the IMM Transition 

Tool later in this document. 

 

   Figure 10. 

Select the templates for conversion 

After the IMM Readiness Report has been generated, you can either view it online or download it (Figure 11). 

 

 Figure 11. 

View or download the IMM Readiness Report 
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Results of the IMM Transition Tool 

The IMM Transition Tool accomplishes two goals: it generates the IMM Readiness Report, and it transitions 

your Cisco UCS configuration to the Cisco Intersight platform. 

IMM Transition Tool: IMM Readiness Report 

As described previously, an especially useful benefit of the IMM Transition Tool is the capability to collect 

inventory and configuration information from a Cisco UCS Manager domain and automatically generate an 

IMM Readiness Report. The report provides extremely detailed information about hardware inventory, 

firewall versions, and policy configurations. Figure 12 provides just a sample. The entire report contains 

117 pages (the report can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF format). This report is useful in everyday 

operations of any Cisco UCS domain and can be run against any generation of hardware (even hardware 

not supported for transitioning to IMM, such as second-generation fabric interconnects). Basically, all 

Cisco UCS domains are supported.  

Note that faults within the IMM Readiness Report are raised in the context of “Is this hardware, or is this 

policy (or setting), compatible with Cisco IMM?” You may have no intention of migrating existing hardware 

to IMM; however, the policy configuration itself is valuable, it includes intellectual capital, and it can always 

be transitioned regardless of the age of the underlying hardware. 

Figure 12 provides an example the IMM Readiness Report showing the hardware inventory for the FlexPod 

and Cisco UCS domain. 

 

 Figure 12. 

IMM Readiness Report showing hardware inventory for the FlexPod and Cisco UCS domain 
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Figure 13 provides another example from the IMM Readiness Report. This example shows a particular BIOS 

token (quiet boot token) that does not transition between Cisco UCS Manager and IMM. It appears in 

yellow. 

 

 Figure 13. 

Token that does not transition to IMM 

IMM Transition Tool: Transitioned configurations 

The IMM Transition Tool transitions all policies and settings to the best of its capabilities. These capabilities 

are impressive, but there’s no guarantee that you won’t have to make some final edits after configurations are 

transitioned to Cisco Intersight. However, as stated previously in this document, it is better to spend a small 

amount of time editing perhaps 5 to 10 percent of the entire configuration in the Cisco Intersight platform 

after the transition than having to build out the entire the configuration, which could take hours or days. 

As an example, examine a customer Ethernet adapter policy (customized for FlexPod) in Cisco UCS 

Manager. 

Note some of the customized settings implemented based on the Cisco Validated Design guide (Figure 14). 
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 Figure 14. 

Cisco UCS Manager policy 

Keeping in mind these settings in the FlexPod Cisco UCS Manager for the VMware-HighTrf policy, look at 

the same setting transitioned properly to the Cisco Intersight platform (Figure 15). 

 

   Figure 15. 

Settings transitioned to the Cisco Intersight platform 
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Next, examine a BIOS policy, Intel-M5-Virt, a custom Cisco UCS Manager BIOS policy (Figure 16). 

 

   Figure 16. 

Custom Cisco UCS Manager BIOS policy 

Now examine the Intel-M5-Virt BIOS policy, specifically the content delivery network (CDN) and C-state 

tokens, after the transition to the Cisco Intersight platform using the IMM Transition Tool (Figure 17). 

 

 Figure 17. 

The BIOS policy after the transition to the Cisco Intersight platform 

As you can see, the token settings transitioned properly to IMM.  
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The example in Figure 18 shows a FlexPod SAN boot policy, Boot-FCP, from Cisco UCS Manager. All four 

paths are configured according to best practices. 

 

 Figure 18. 

SAN boot policy configured in Cisco UCS Manager 

Figure 19 shows Boot-FCP in IMM. You can see that the policy values have properly transitioned. 

 

 Figure 19. 

Properly transitioned policy values in Cisco Intersight platform 
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Considerations and caveats for using the IMM Transition Tool 

Note the following considerations and warnings when using the IMM Transition Tool: 

● Because a Cisco UCS Central transition likely encompasses many individual Cisco UCS domains, 

when running the IMM Transition Tool for a Cisco UCS Central instance, you will not see the 

hardware Inventory in the IMM Readiness Report. Also, you will not see domain policies or a domain 

profile in the Cisco UCS Central configuration transition to the Cisco Intersight platform. Therefore, if 

you are transitioning from Cisco UCS Central, follow the Cisco UCS Central transition with individual 

fabric-only transitions for the desired target Cisco UCS Manager domains to get the hardware 

readiness information for that domain and, more important, to transition the domain policies and 

resulting domain profile for that domain to the Cisco Intersight platform. A Cisco UCS Manager 

domain transition gives you the option and flexibility of transitioning the fabric only (fabric 

interconnect configurations), the server only (server pools, policies, and templates), or both. 

● Currently, the transitioning of service profiles is not recommended (the capability to do so exists, 

but IDs are not retained). Server profile templates are transitioned to the Cisco Intersight platform, 

and after they are in Cisco Intersight the administrator can derive IMM server profiles from the 

migrated templates. Pay close attention to the migrated ID pools. If those IDs will remain in use in 

Cisco UCS Manager or Cisco UCS Central, then you’ll need to edit and change the Cisco Intersight 

pools to make sure that there are no possible conflicts. Also, if you want to have the same identities 

in the IMM server profile (universally unique ID [UUID], MAC address, World Wide Node Name 

[WWNN], etc.), then you’ll need to manually assign the desired, applicable IDs in the server profile.  

Note:   Service profile transitioning (with IDs maintained) will be supported in the next release of the IMM 

Transition Tool. Contact your Cisco account team for more information about the next release of the tool. 

● If you are performing multiple data collections or transitions for the same Cisco UCS domain or 

Cisco UCS Central instance, remember to use the Refresh button in the Transition user interface to 

generate a new inventory and configuration transition, instead of simply clicking Next and using the 

cached data from the prior collection or transition. 

● The IMM Transition Tool allows progressive, iterative transitioning of your Cisco UCS or Cisco UCS 

Central configurations to the Cisco Intersight platform. Consider migrating a just a portion of the 

service profile templates at a time (using the filtering option), or if you have a multiple-organization 

architecture, consider transitioning one organization at a time. Although the name of only the 

transition needs to be unique, using a descriptive name including the domain name and perhaps the 

organization name is useful to help you keep track of multiple transitions. 

Conclusions 

Note the following main points about the IMM Transition Tool: 

● The IMM Transition Tool is a valuable asset to have in your Cisco UCS environment. The IMM 

Readiness Report alone is extremely useful for quickly generating all the required details about a 

Cisco UCS domain or Cisco UCS Central environment. 

● The IMM Transition Tool is free of cost and poses no threat to running workloads in Cisco UCS 

domains. Querying is completely read-only through the API. 

● The IMM Transition Tool can be used with essentially any Cisco UCS environment and allows 

configurations to transition to both SaaS-based and on-premises Cisco Intersight platforms. 
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● If you are transitioning a Cisco UCS or Cisco UCS Central configuration to Cisco Intersight, and you 

decide that you want to delete that transition within the Cisco Intersight, platform you must follow 

this sequence of steps: 

1. Delete domain profiles. 

2. Delete service profile templates. 

3. Delete all policies. 

4. Delete organization from the Settings tab. 

Note:   The Cisco Intersight platform does not permit the deletion of objects that are in use.  

For more information 

Consult the resources listed here for additional information. 

YouTube videos 

If you are new to the IMM Transition Tool, watch both of the following YouTube videos: 

● Advantage IMM 2—IMM Transition Tool (Cisco UCS Manager transition example): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oqmf2CAPxtE&t=2s 

● New Release—IMM Transition Tool Version 2.0.1 (Cisco UCS Central transition example): 

https://youtu.be/duczkcICYrk 

Software and guides 

● IMM transition software, release notes, and user guide: 

https://ucstools.cloudapps.cisco.com/#/downloadApp 

● FlexPod design guides: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/design-zone/data-center-

design-guides/FlexPod-design-guides.html 
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